handiHDO
HATCH DOOR OPENER
Plug ’n play Fully integrated with
Handi Lift™ vehicle
wheelchair lift.
Works with only one
remote.

The hatch door opener gives full functionality, without
taking op much space.
It is specifically designed to open the heavy hatch doors
of VW T5, Mercedes Viano and Fiat Scudo and is as
such very strong - so is the price.

™
handiHDO
HATCH DOOR OPENER
Handi HDO™ - Hatch Door Opener
The HDO is an electrically operated, silent,
maintenance free and easy to mount hatch door opener. The hatch door opener gives you full functionality
without taking up much space.
This is especially an advantage in smaller vehicles
- e.g. a mpv. It is mounted on the vehicle wall with
a special bracket. This leaves room on the floor for
further adaptation or equipment, and further on
ensures good vision.
Features
•

No power? No worries. The hatch door can still
be used manually, and if the power fails, the
original dampers of the hatch door will prevent
the hatch from lowering in any inappropriate
situation.

•

The only adjustments needed are the open and
closed positions of the hatch.

•

Tested at 10.000 cycles, this HDO is tested to the
limit, to ensure a life time product.

•

Plug ’n play: Simply plug it in and everything is
activated.

Mounting
The HDO comes with a universal bracket. Please
note; special brackets apply for Mercedes Vito, VW
T5 and Fiat Scudo.
Please remember to order the brackets when placing
your order. If the vehicle doesn’t have a factory fitted
hatch release, we can supply the necessary kit.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Power supply

VDC

12

Current consumption

A

25

Weight

kg

6,3

Height

mm

300

Width

mm

180

Depth

mm

120

Description

Part no.

Handi HDO

IN0082

Bracket, MB Vito

IN008-1-BRA

Bracket, VW T5

IN008-2-BRA

Bracket, Fiat Scudo

IN008-3-BRA

Bracket, Universal

IN008-U-BRA

Scan to see the
HandiHDO™
in action!

RoHS
2002/95/EC

ELV

2000/53/EC

EMC

2004/108/EC

2006/42/EC

